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N-gram with KJV Bible Text by Richard Min 
 
The following task is to use KJV text (as a coherent corpus on that topic) in this case, the 
biblical domain. The Bible text has been an inspiration for me and many others 
throughout the history. It has been translated in English in many versions (and in many 
other languages) and its translation has been in a constant work and challenge for the 
living language of today’s people.  Its text and translation, its vocabulary and dictionary, 
and its related textual materials such as the commentaries and sermons are rich and 
comprehensive, and constantly being updated and added to its textual body of the biblical 
scholarship and knowledge.        

 
One may find various web sites and repository of the biblical texts, in various English 
versions (KJV, ASV, NIV and many others), various document formats (plain text, 
HTML, XML, Microsoft document, RTF, PDF and others) and coding schemes 
(including ASCII and UTF-8) at the site (http://www.unboundbible.org).  

 
1. A portion of a chosen text in its native format. 

 
01O 1 1 01O 1 1 10 In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth. 
01O 1 2 01O 1 2 20 And the earth was without form, and void; and darkness was upon the face 
of the deep. And the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters. 
01O 1 3 01O 1 3 30 And God said, Let there be light: and there was light. 
01O 1 4 01O 1 4 40 And God saw the light, that it was good: and God divided the light from 
the darkness. 
01O 1 5 01O 1 5 50 And God called the light Day, and the darkness he called Night. And the 
evening and the morning were the first day. 

 
The particular text corpus contains the extra-textual information such as the index of 
book, chapter, verse and others for KJV Bible as shown here, to be stripped off to get to 
the text.  The text has been very clean and one of the best quality to work with.  Its choice 
and quality of the words and grammar has been the landmark and foundation of the 
English literary works and tradition.  The punctuation marks and its usages are very 
conservative and consistent along with the quotations have been kept in such an elegant 
manner to be processed with ease.   
 
2. Summary of the Text in use. 
The number of the sentence is 34916 with 79222 words, 3349134 alphabets (without 
space), and 4103920 alphabets (with spaces).  
 
3. Results with n-gram analysis 
The text is then processed for n-gram analysis to build Markov chains for letter n-gram 
model (of n to be 1 to 5, or the order of 0 to 4) and for word n-gram model.  After the 
training, the system generates the sentences based on these models, to generate five 
sentences for each n-gram model for letter and then for word. The first step is to generate 
the maximum sentence length in letter-size and in word-size to guide the subsequent 
generation of letter or word to know when to stop.   
 
For the evaluation procedure for measuring the quality of the results, we need to check 
whether the n-gram models generate a correct word (for letter model), and how much of 
them.  As a human evaluator, one may check the correct words using Microsoft Word 
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program (or to automate the procedure to run against a dictionary or dictionary utility 
available) and then to extend it to the grammatical checking for the case and number of 
the verb, and so on.  The next step is the semantic level of checking to see whether the 
sentence or a phrase is correct and making sense.  For the sentence correctness, one may 
use the parser and tagger for the grammatical checking and its soundness. Further for the 
sensibleness or usefulness of sentence or phrase, one may use Google search engine to 
search, using a sentence (or in a phrase level) to see whether it (or some of its words “in a 
sequence”) is being found (and thus being used).  I have further score its goodness by its 
hits or relevant scores.    
 
For example, for letter n-gram sentence, Microsoft Word is used to count the dictionary-
defined word and visually ranked the sensible scale (a heuristic and subjective scale) as 
one may read a word or phrase or as a sentence.  
 
ngram=1 sentence[1]=<#eosslaec hb ehvm  idwhtlaedas soepltmhdesieen r  
sts eulwa lyhfea dhgjye f  msiagwvlttasb lw wohiu at amitr %>  
 
ngram=2 sentence[1]=<#and toknd w une tome ateave m shenthe thou th te 
t g d r on es tha fravil laher t lo tin theie ity bunoind i%>  
 
ngram=3 sentence[1]=<#i diestiothou was and ned of them th have bered 
ing yed itile spen hat pethe sons whe lam yeast yout evit th%>  
 
ngram=4 sentence[1]=<#yet for the eat bein%>  
 
ngram=5 sentence[1]=<#would now that and ye and the lord upon him%>  
 
ngram 1 2 3 4 5 
word size 16 27 23 5 10 
correct 0 7 10 4 10 
sensible scale 
of 0 to 10 

0 0 1 3 6 

This simple but a heuristic method reveals what it is expected for the order of n-gram that 
the higher the order of n-gram produces the better performance in generating the correct 
words and thus the correct sentences.  For letter n-gram model, it seems that 5-gram is the 
minimum requirement to generate the seemingly sensible words, but may not be powerful 
enough for the sentence generation.  However, the word n-gram shows that 3-gram is the 
minimum requirement for the correct word generation and it may be desirable to use 
higher n-gram for better sentence generation.  It seems that Google search engine and its 
interaction may provide a better indicator and performance indicator for the sensibleness 
or the usefulness of the phrases or sentences as a whole, to discover these sequences of 
words being used, but this will be the next step to work with.  
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For the next tasks in investigation. 
 
Here the first (1) task is to measures of association (depending on what features we 
extract as the association targets) to use the collection of texts to investigate how 
evaluative assessments about words can be made using association data. For the given 
domain, some words have positive connotations and other words negative connotations. 
Some of this is general across the language (i.e., good is a positive word for any domain) 
and some is specific to the domain. The second (2) task is to implement the Dice and 
pointwise mutual information measures and calculate association of a subset of the words 
in your corpus with good and bad, and by choosing this subset as all words occurring n 
times or more, to ensure reasonably accurate statistics.  

 
Implementation and Observation. 
Initially it is chosen to set the window size of +/- 5 words (then to +/- 10 words) to look 
for the words of association.  Further the count of good, bad, evil is 720, 18, and 615, 
respectively. One may find to use the pair of "good" and "evil" (than the pair of "good" 
and "bad") as it makes sense for this is a religious text. After computing Dice and PMI, 
some of the top scored ones are listed below (sample1 for Dice, sample2 for PMI and 
sample3 for Dice & PMI combined with normalization, for the full list).  This is a delight 
as I am pleased with the results here even though there is a room for the improvement.   
 
1. Result (DICE) 
  DICE key with value in descending order  
 
 DICE <sight evil>   0.113924050632911  
 DICE <do good>   0.0737547892720306  
 DICE <did evil>   0.0616903146206046  
 DICE <do evil>   0.0524457892082703  
 DICE <is good>   0.0456609158126865  
 DICE <from evil>   0.04369274136716  
 DICE <bring evil>   0.0432835820895522  
 DICE <courage good>   0.0432432432432432  
 DICE <done evil>   0.0406779661016949  
 DICE <bad good>   0.040650406504065  
 DICE <bringeth good>   0.0400500625782228  
 DICE <an evil>   0.0398268398268398  
 DICE <upon evil>   0.0392390011890606  
 DICE <tidings good>   0.0391644908616188  
 DICE <tree good>   0.0389189189189189  
 DICE <thing good>   0.0380047505938242  
 DICE <seemeth good>   0.0374331550802139  
 DICE <doings evil>   0.036036036036036  
 DICE <works good>   0.0355276907001045  
 DICE <against evil>   0.0350723366944323  
 DICE <fruit good>   0.0344827586206897  
 DICE <for good>   0.0338493292053664  
 DICE <it good>   0.0335913538776106  
 DICE <doeth good>   0.0318627450980392  
 DICE <way evil>   0.0312989045383412  
 DICE <a good>   0.0307761428731888  
 DICE <that good>   0.0300696736340301  
 DICE <report good>   0.0293333333333333  
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 DICE <pronounced evil>   0.0286168521462639  
 
2. Result (PMI) 
 
 PMI key with value in descending order  
 PMI  <rendering evil>   7.85412184730274  
 PMI  <publisheth good>   7.22648927385342  
 PMI  <boastings evil>   7.16097466674279  
 PMI  <hypocrisies evil>   7.16097466674279  
 PMI  <foreseeth evil>   7.16097466674279  
 PMI  <bellies evil>   7.16097466674279  
 PMI  <escheweth evil>   7.16097466674279  
 PMI  <seducers evil>   7.16097466674279  
 PMI  <repentest evil>   7.16097466674279  
 PMI  <speakings evil>   7.16097466674279  
 PMI  <haughtily evil>   7.16097466674279  
 PMI  <churlish evil>   7.16097466674279  
 PMI  <coppersmith evil>   7.16097466674279  
 PMI  <entreateth evil>   7.16097466674279  
 PMI  <expected evil>   7.16097466674279  
 PMI  <tenderness evil>   7.16097466674279  
 PMI  <dignities evil>   7.16097466674279  
 PMI  <rejoicest evil>   7.16097466674279  
 PMI  <imagineth evil>   7.16097466674279  
 PMI  <eschewed evil>   7.16097466674279  
 PMI  <envies evil>   7.16097466674279  
 PMI  <accustomed evil>   7.16097466674279  
 PMI  <occurrent evil>   7.16097466674279  
 PMI  <lads evil>   7.16097466674279  
 PMI  <inventors evil>   7.16097466674279  
 PMI  <concision evil>   7.16097466674279  
 PMI  <leftest evil>   7.16097466674279  
 PMI  <eschew evil>   7.16097466674279  
 PMI  <railings evil>   7.16097466674279  
 PMI  <tempteth evil>   7.16097466674279  
 PMI  <intended evil>   7.16097466674279  
 PMI  <cretians evil>   7.16097466674279  
 
 
3. Dice-PMI combined list  
 1 <sight evil>   comb=8.49862291866583   dice=0.113924050632911   pmi=5.34181622332662  
 2 <do good>   comb=5.1758430393158   dice=0.0737547892720306   pmi=4.1260460462104  
 3 <did evil>   comb=4.30581485431227   dice=0.0616903146206046   pmi=4.15926032151125  
 4 <courage good>  comb=3.80094720496548   dice=0.0432432432432432   pmi=6.780202171225  
 5 <bad good>   comb=3.62478308233276   dice=0.040650406504065   pmi=6.82102416574526  
 6 <do evil>   comb=3.54485402379704   dice=0.0524457892082703   pmi=3.89111328714172  
 7 <seemeth good>  comb=3.22586808272275   dice=0.0374331550802139   pmi=6.31019854197926  
 8 <tidings good>  comb=3.21497448211927   dice=0.0391644908616188   pmi=5.88275452715233  
 9 <bringeth good> comb=3.12666042259596   dice=0.0400500625782228   pmi=5.40648659231197  
 10 <doings evil>  comb=2.93242025211462   dice=0.036036036036036   pmi=5.71405568380647  
 11 <bring evil>   comb=2.89239615325627   dice=0.0432835820895522   pmi=3.94209884187459  
 12 <is good>   comb=2.86670158350909   dice=0.0456609158126865   pmi=3.32173695410023  
 13 <from evil>   comb=2.77812197658667   dice=0.04369274136716     pmi=3.4932858996085  
 14 <tree good>   comb=2.77566608935679   dice=0.0389189189189189   pmi=4.57070750129697  
 15 <done evil>   comb=2.72149181310759   dice=0.0406779661016949   pmi=4.0022027659443  
 16 <pronounced evil> comb=2.7136239503870 dice=0.0286168521462639   pmi=6.71914191446375  
 17 <report good>  comb=2.53497814241396   dice=0.0293333333333333   pmi=6.00004361367542  
 18 <an evil>   comb=2.51547111337286   dice=0.0398268398268398   pmi=3.55417804341734  
 19 <thing good>   comb=2.48848034802163   dice=0.0380047505938242   pmi=3.88429023295322  
 20 <works good>   comb=2.4631675370953   dice=0.0355276907001045   pmi=4.36849892546029  
 21 <upon evil>   comb=2.43320368103523   dice=0.0392390011890606   pmi=3.43163692060397  
 22 <fruit good>   comb=2.40933698919571   dice=0.0344827586206897   pmi=4.43839636507767  
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 23 <doeth good>   comb=2.39971273952688   dice=0.0318627450980392   pmi=5.00394688853291  
 24 <seemed good>  comb=2.31641357908264   dice=0.0244565217391304   pmi=6.42798157763565  
 25 <cheer good>   comb=2.24421032546395   dice=0.0219178082191781   pmi=6.780202171225  
 26 <seem good>   comb=2.19970138759798   dice=0.0242587601078167   pmi=6.10952784651711  
 27 <against evil> comb=2.12905273978025   dice=0.0350723366944323   pmi=3.43167329812994  
 28 <endureth good>comb=2.02001986691659   dice=0.0256739409499358   pmi=5.22839337162754  
 29 <way evil>   comb=1.92690410148193   dice=0.0312989045383412   pmi=3.65993195011092  
 30 <for good>   comb=1.90164115279119   dice=0.0338493292053664   pmi=3.00157119531057  
 31 <it good>   comb=1.8912385025241   dice=0.0335913538776106   pmi=3.02781733817681  
 32 <rewarded evil>   comb=1.88706876732991   dice=0.0190779014308426   pmi=6.31367680635559  
 33 <publisheth good>   comb=1.79583638806382   dice=0.0138121546961326   pmi=7.22648927385342  
 34 <doing evil>   comb=1.7775449344437   dice=0.0214067278287462   pmi=5.44332316966846  
 35 <eye evil>   comb=1.73781149194086   dice=0.0245901639344262   pmi=4.59602530928126  
 36 <repent evil>  comb=1.70797860055295   dice=0.0211800302571861   pmi=5.27824341930901  
 37 <figs good>   comb=1.67886056779062   dice=0.0187919463087248   pmi=5.73038004672632  
 38 <a good>   comb=1.64902017128975   dice=0.0307761428731888   pmi=2.91351253783995  
 39 <mercy good>   comb=1.6401944264431   dice=0.0261044176706827   pmi=3.9478942142836  
 40 <sight good>   comb=1.63919708751568   dice=0.0265906932573599   pmi=3.83426056217403  

 
4. Noun in Frequency in ascending order 
### NOUN IN FREQ ASCENDING ORDER ###  
#   rank=1   lord   c=7965   acc=7965  
#   rank=2   thou   c=5245   acc=13210  
#   rank=3   god     c=4469   acc=17679  
#   rank=4   thy     c=4451   acc=22130  
#   rank=5   ye     c=3827   acc=25957  
#   rank=6   thee   c=3824   acc=29781  
#   rank=7   man     c=2728   acc=32509  
#   rank=8   israel   c=2574   acc=35083  
#   rank=9   king   c=2540   acc=37623  
#   rank=10   son    c=2394   acc=40017  
#   rank=11   hath   c=2191   acc=42208  
#   rank=12   people   c=2144   acc=44352  
#   rank=13   house   c=2023   acc=46375  
#   rank=14   children   c=1818   acc=48193  
#   rank=15   day    c=1739   acc=49932  
#   rank=16   land   c=1710   acc=51642  
#   rank=17   men    c=1676   acc=53318  
#   rank=18   shalt   c=1518   acc=54836  
#   rank=19   hand   c=1468   acc=56304  
#   rank=20   behold   c=1318   acc=57622  
#   rank=21   things   c=1162   acc=58784  
#   rank=22   father   c=1126   acc=59910  
#   rank=23   sons   c=1094   acc=61004  
 
 
One proposal is to have a combined measure that uses information from both kinds of 
association, and to report the top-scoring words for each class according to the new 
measure. 
 
Observation and Suggestions. 
Looking at a few dozens of the top ranking words from each list, it seems that PMI does a 
little better in terms of the word association.  For example, the word “evil” does associate 
with “speak”, “boastings”, “hypocrisies”, “seducers”, “repentest”, etc. One may prefer to 
go with the PMI first. Another alternative to combine these two could be to use a 
normalized score of each (normalized one with its mean and std and vice versa). Here are 
some sample of words associated with evil and good.  
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For evil: boastings hypocrisies haughtily envies tempteth rageth fornications unthankful 
murders coveteth boasters adulteries coveted seduced riot thefts adulterous lusted vipers 
mischievous abhorreth abhorrest grieve spoiling repented overcome judgeth spoiling 
bereave infirmities lasciviousness rid abstain quench covetousness repent prevent deadly 
bereave disease corrupt temptation liars refuse rebellion poison madness wizards 
troubleth resist violent damnation dishonour corrupt trespass disobedient transgress 
blasphemy  deceit  

 
For good: success almsdeeds valuest uncorruptedness fidelity courage hospitality 
medicine carefully glorying bishop edification stewards lovely adorn proper enjoy 
sweetness ointments gentle endureth sober  pleasing confession rewardeth honest careful 
edifying obedient pleasure shepherd honeycomb wisely healing meekness counseller 
praise godliness consolation 

 
These are listed below with indentation (front).  The accuracy is not impressive.  A quick 
estimate here is from 25 to 15%. 

 
Here is the list of the strongly positive or negative words for the biblical domain and 
these top 20 (adjective) words respectively are marked here with +/-, and listed with its 
count of the association.  The frequency list is not impressive as we expected to see those 
top ranking words such as “the, a, of, be, in, of, etc”. 
 

 ### ADJECTIVES IN FREQ ASCENDING ORDER ###  
 
+1    rank=1   great   c=949   acc=949  
+2   rank=2   good   c=713   acc=1662  
   rank=3   own     c=593   acc=2255  
-1   rank=4   evil   c=556   acc=2811  
+3   rank=5   many   c=553   acc=3364  
+4   rank=6   holy   c=467   acc=3831  
   rank=7   other   c=464   acc=4295  
   rank=8   saith   c=461   acc=4756  
+5   rank=9   first   c=420   acc=5176  
+6   rank=10   high   c=385   acc=5561  
   rank=11   old     c=380   acc=5941  
-2   rank=12   dead   c=355   acc=6296  
-3   rank=13   wicked   c=344   acc=6640  
   rank=14   burnt   c=339   acc=6979  
   rank=15   same   c=332   acc=7311  
+7   rank=16   young   c=298   acc=7609  
+8   rank=17   mighty   c=268   acc=7877  
+9   rank=18   full   c=260   acc=8137  
+10   rank=19   strong   c=255   acc=8392  
   rank=20   such   c=249   acc=8641  
+11   rank=21   wise   c=246   acc=8887  
-4   rank=22   little   c=235   acc=9122  
+12   rank=23   whole   c=232   acc=9354  
   rank=24   thou   c=229   acc=9583  
-5   rank=25   poor   c=203   acc=9786  
+13   rank=26   much   c=199   acc=9985  
   rank=27   certain   c=196   acc=10181  
-6   rank=28   unclean   c=194   acc=10375  
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-7   rank=29   afraid   c=193   acc=10568  
-8   rank=30   bare   c=186   acc=10754  
#   rank=31   third   c=182   acc=10936  
#   rank=32   second   c=169   acc=11105  
+14   rank=33   able   c=160   acc=11265  
#   rank=34   ye     c=157   acc=11422  
#   rank=35   east   c=157   acc=11579  
#   rank=36   thy    c=151   acc=11730  
#   rank=37   heathen   c=150   acc=11880  
+15   rank=38   new    c=150   acc=12030  
-9   rank=39   desolate   c=148   acc=12178  
#   rank=40   long   c=142   acc=12320  
#   rank=41   my    c=132   acc=12452  
#   rank=42   fat    c=127   acc=12579  
-10   rank=43   ashamed   c=122   acc=12701  
#   rank=44   seventh   c=120   acc=12821  
+16   rank=45   beloved   c=113   acc=12934  
-11   rank=46   vain   c=112   acc=13046  
+17   rank=47   sweet   c=108   acc=13154  
+18   rank=48   clean   c=107   acc=13261  
#   rank=49   ready   c=100   acc=13361  
#   rank=50   shalt   c=99   acc=13460  
+19   rank=51   perfect   c=99   acc=13559  
-12   rank=52   sore   c=98   acc=13657  
+20   rank=53   everlasting c=97   acc=13754  
-13   rank=54   small   c=97   acc=13851  
+   rank=55   pure   c=97   acc=13948  
 
and more… 
 

 
The following is the list of word-adjective pair with count in descending order (in rank), 
used for my analysis.   

 
### listing of word_assoc3_array - listing of pair with its counts in 
descending order ### 
 
 [0]   and great   683  
 [1]   the holy   633  
 [2]   the great   571  
 [3]   the first   566  
 [4]   the wicked   488  
 [5]   the high   423  
 [6]   the evil   394  
 [7]   a great   340  
 [8]   and good   338  
 [9]   of great   332  
 [10]   and many   331  
 [11]   the dead   313  
 [12]   the good   293  
 [13]   of full   271  
 [14]   the mighty   268  
 [15]   the whole   262  
 [16]   of evil   257  
 [17]   and holy   249  
 [18]   the poor   244  
 [19]   and evil   243  
 [20]   the young   240  
 [21]   of first   237  
 [22]   and high   227  
 [23]   and bare   220  
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 [24]   of holy   219  
 [25]   the many   219  
 [26]   and young   212  
 [27]   that good   205  
 [28]   of many   192  
 [29]   of good   192  
 [30]   is good   176  
 [31]   and mighty   173  
 [32]   to good   172  
 [33]   to able   172  
 [34]   the wise   170  
 [35]   for good   164  
 [36]   of high   159  
 [37]   and dead   158  
 [38]   that evil   158  
 [39]   shall holy   157  
 [40]   and first   157  
 [41]   and strong   156  
 [42]   of wicked   153  
 [43]   and little   153  
 [44]   of mighty   153  
 [45]   in great   150  
 [46]   the strong   148  
 [47]   is great   145  
 [48]   a little   144  
 [49]   the full   141  
 [50]   and full   140  
 [51]   with great   137  
 [52]   a good   137  
 [53]   that great   135  
 [54]   and whole   133  
 [55]   and much   131  
 [56]   the new   130  
 [57]   in holy   130  
 [58]   and poor   125  
 [59]   in evil   123  
 [60]   for great   123  
 [61]   the much   118  
 [62]   of whole   117  
 [63]   it good   115  
 [64]   and wise   114  
 [65]   the unclean   113  
 [66]   and wicked   113  
 [67]   be holy   109  
 [68]   the little   109  
 [69]   and afraid   107  
 [70]   as many   105  
 [71]   the bare   105  
 [72]   of afraid   104  
 [73]   of dead   103  
 [74]   is holy   101  
 [75]   places high   99  
 [76]   to great   98  
 [77]   and desolate   98  
 [78]   to evil   98  
 [79]   the desolate   98  
 [80]   and unclean   97  
 [81]   was great   94  
 [82]   men young   93  
 [83]   from evil   93  
 [84]   ghost holy   90  
 [85]   lord holy   89  
 [86]   not good   89  
 [87]   be good   89  
 [88]   shall many   87  
 [89]   in good   87  
 [90]   for holy   87  
 [91]   the last   87  
 [92]   unto good   87  
 [93]   shall great   86  
 [94]   for evil   86  
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 [95]   shall unclean   85  
 [96]   be ashamed   85  
 [97]   and early   84  
 [98]   of young   84  
 [99]   in first   84  

 
 
The preliminary analysis on the top 100 word association pair by DICE and by PMI 
shows that these associations are very meaningful and somewhat expected word-pairs, 
close to 90 to 100%, especially for DICE, and somewhat less cognitively (about 50-60%) 
for PMI.   
 
 ### pmi_mean=3.66934076434027 pmi_std=1.73195469969031     
 ### dice_mean=0.00825975460733929 dice_std=0.0121123691719774  
 
  Top 100 DICE key with value in descending order  
 
 DICE <savour sweet>   0.54320987654321  
 DICE <places high>   0.314285714285714  
 DICE <rose early>   0.258064516129032  
 DICE <spoon golden>   0.256410256410256  
 DICE <morning early>   0.255591054313099  
 DICE <ones little>   0.250783699059561  
 DICE <ghost holy>   0.25  
 DICE <palsy sick>   0.217821782178218  
 DICE <conceived bare>   0.206896551724138  
 DICE <needy poor>   0.205761316872428  
 DICE <witness false>   0.201005025125628  
 DICE <month first>   0.2  
 DICE <valour mighty>   0.193146417445483  
 DICE <rising early>   0.192  
 DICE <year first>   0.190237797246558  
 DICE <most high>   0.178181818181818  
 DICE <priest high>   0.171011470281543  
 DICE <bottles new>   0.165680473372781  
 DICE <dearly beloved>   0.16260162601626  
 DICE <stones precious>  0.15748031496063  
 DICE <pronounce clean>  0.153846153846154  
 DICE <wine new>     0.152230971128609  
 DICE <confounded ashamed> 0.151162790697674  
 DICE <bullock young>   0.147420147420147  
 DICE <most holy>   0.13941018766756  
 DICE <holds strong>   0.13768115942029  
 DICE <moons new>   0.136645962732919  
 DICE <upward able>   0.126696832579186  
 DICE <incense sweet>   0.126582278481013  
 DICE <lambs first>   0.125244618395303  
 DICE <shekels golden>   0.123456790123457  
 DICE <waste desolate>   0.122641509433962  
 DICE <christs false>   0.121212121212121  
 DICE <raised dead>   0.120267260579065  
 DICE <sending early>   0.12  
 DICE <toucheth unclean> 0.11965811965812  
 DICE <until unclean>   0.117857142857143  
 DICE <ointment precious> 0.116504854368932  
 DICE <sight evil>   0.113924050632911  
 DICE <place holy>   0.113036925395629  
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 DICE <spices precious>  0.11214953271028  
 DICE <pronounce unclean> 0.110599078341014  
 DICE <witnesses false>  0.106194690265487  
 DICE <earrings golden>  0.102564102564103  
 DICE <she bare>     0.101113967437875  
 DICE <moon new>     0.099502487562189  
 DICE <drink strong>   0.0993589743589744  
 DICE <lion young>   0.0987654320987654  
 DICE <sabbaths new>   0.0972972972972973  
 DICE <carcase unclean>  0.0964912280701754  
 DICE <while little>   0.0964912280701754  
 DICE <how much>     0.0963855421686747  
 DICE <more much>   0.0945529290853032  
 DICE <men young>   0.094081942336874  
 DICE <steal false>   0.0930232558139535  
 DICE <song new>     0.0913705583756345  
 DICE <ram young>   0.0904522613065327  
 DICE <record true>   0.0900900900900901  
 DICE <war able>     0.0883116883116883  
 DICE <anointing sweet>  0.0882352941176471  
 DICE <covenant everlasting> 0.0874035989717224  
 DICE <bell golden>   0.0857142857142857  
 DICE <mice golden>   0.0857142857142857  
 DICE <unloose worthy>   0.0845070422535211  
 DICE <men mighty>   0.0836308006119327  
 DICE <spirits unclean>  0.0833333333333333  
 DICE <wept sore>   0.0828402366863905  
 DICE <bitter sweet>   0.0821917808219178  
 DICE <wash clean>   0.0810810810810811  
 DICE <emerods golden>   0.0810810810810811  
 DICE <labour vain>   0.0796019900497512  
 DICE <acts last>   0.0794701986754967  
 DICE <pomegranate golden> 0.0789473684210526  
 DICE <candlesticks golden> 0.0769230769230769  
 DICE <mingled full>   0.0761904761904762  
 DICE <day first>   0.0756108805901337  
 DICE <flour full>   0.0754716981132075  
 DICE <dominion everlasting> 0.0754716981132075  
 DICE <lions young>   0.0753623188405797  
 DICE <lamb first>   0.074487895716946  
 DICE <a great>     0.0743575724439585  
 DICE <sceptre golden>   0.0740740740740741  
 DICE <counted worthy>   0.0740740740740741  
 DICE <very great>   0.07383100902379  
 DICE <do good>     0.0737547892720306  
 DICE <spoon full>   0.0735294117647059  
 DICE <testament new>   0.0731707317073171  
 DICE <shekels full>   0.0730337078651686  
 DICE <peeled terrible>  0.0727272727272727  
 DICE <banners terrible> 0.0727272727272727  
 
 ### pmi_mean=3.66934076434027 pmi_std=1.73195469969031  
dice_mean=0.00825975460733929 dice_std=0.0121123691719774  
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  PMI key with value in descending order  
 
 PMI  <christs false>   10.1168610317496  
 PMI  <onycha sweet>   9.59361288798504  
 PMI  <transforming false>   9.42371385118964  
 PMI  <swearers false>      9.42371385118964  
 PMI  <trucebreakers false>   9.42371385118964  
 PMI  <incontinent false>   9.42371385118964  
 PMI  <grinders few>    9.40820966465367  
 PMI  <clemency few>    9.40820966465367  
 PMI  <waking troubled>   9.3630892293732  
 PMI  <labourer worthy>   9.3630892293732  
 PMI  <cogitations troubled>   9.3630892293732  
 PMI  <vocation worthy>   9.3630892293732  
 PMI  <acceptation worthy>   9.3630892293732  
 PMI  <unloose worthy>    9.3630892293732  
 PMI  <copper precious>   9.25186359426298  
 PMI  <lasting precious>   9.25186359426298  
 PMI  <comparable precious>   9.25186359426298  
 PMI  <peeled terrible>   9.22588810785972  
 PMI  <banners terrible>   9.22588810785972  
 PMI  <spoon golden>    9.21062063572893  
 PMI  <chests rich>    9.18814777987687  
 PMI  <intreaties rich>   9.18814777987687  
 PMI  <yokefellow true>   9.18814777987687  
 PMI  <scoffers last>    9.13994567805899  
 PMI  <mite last>    9.13994567805899  
 PMI  <quickening last>   9.13994567805899  
 PMI  <perilous last>    9.13994567805899  
 PMI  <protesting early>   9.1282496382958  
 PMI  <agone sick>    9.1052601200711  
 PMI  <miletum sick>    9.1052601200711  
 PMI  <handkerchiefs sick>   9.1052601200711  
 PMI  <bell golden>    9.1052601200711  
 PMI  <mice golden>    9.1052601200711  
 PMI  <folks sick>    9.1052601200711  
 PMI  <aramitess bare>    9.04999744139606  
 PMI  <witnessing small>   9.00788595604593  
 PMI  <helm small>    9.00788595604593  
 PMI  <quantity small>    9.00788595604593  
 PMI  <shrines small>    9.00788595604593  
 PMI  <disputation small>   9.00788595604593  
 PMI  <aloof sore>    8.99762945587874  
 PMI  <woundeth sore>    8.99762945587874  
 PMI  <longedst sore>    8.99762945587874  
 PMI  <entire perfect>    8.98747708441472  
 PMI  <converting perfect>   8.98747708441472  
 PMI  <comers perfect>    8.98747708441472  
 PMI  <palsy sick>    8.93820603540794  
 PMI  <cane sweet>    8.90046570742509  
 PMI  <galbanum sweet>    8.90046570742509  
 PMI  <handles sweet>    8.90046570742509  
 PMI  <savours sweet>    8.90046570742509  
 PMI  <psalmist sweet>    8.90046570742509  
 PMI  <stacte sweet>    8.90046570742509  
 PMI  <influences sweet>   8.90046570742509  
 PMI  <repetitions vain>   8.86409806325422  
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 PMI  <painting vain>    8.86409806325422  
 PMI  <shamelessly vain>   8.86409806325422  
 PMI  <swerved vain>    8.86409806325422  
 PMI  <oppositions vain>   8.86409806325422  
 PMI  <philosophy vain>   8.86409806325422  
 PMI  <shun vain>    8.86409806325422  
 PMI  <babblings vain>    8.86409806325422  
 PMI  <jangling vain>    8.86409806325422  
 PMI  <apphia beloved>    8.85520911583697  
 PMI  <amplias beloved>   8.85520911583697  
 PMI  <philemon beloved>   8.85520911583697  
 PMI  <persis beloved>    8.85520911583697  
 PMI  <humbleness beloved>   8.85520911583697  
 PMI  <stachys beloved>   8.85520911583697  
 PMI  <dearly beloved>    8.85520911583697  
 PMI  <needle rich>    8.78268267176871  
 PMI  <incensed ashamed>   8.77857588981606  
 PMI  <refusedst ashamed>   8.77857588981606  
 PMI  <blush ashamed>    8.77857588981605  
 PMI  <fourfold false>    8.73056667062969  
 PMI  <despisers false>   8.73056667062969  
 PMI  <sorcerer false>    8.73056667062969  
 PMI  <banishment false>   8.73056667062969  
 PMI  <preparing few>    8.71506248409373  
 PMI  <ishmaelites golden>   8.69979501196294  
 PMI  <savour sweet>    8.69567129477908  
 PMI  <winnowed clean>    8.69224780632756  
 PMI  <complained troubled>   8.66994204881326  
 PMI  <departure troubled>   8.66994204881326  
 PMI  <subverting troubled>   8.66994204881326  
 PMI  <instantly worthy>   8.66994204881326  
 PMI  <diblath desolate>   8.5853846607852  
 PMI  <heritages desolate>   8.5853846607852  
 PMI  <tilled desolate>   8.5853846607852  
 PMI  <nimrim desolate>   8.5853846607852  
 PMI  <consummation desolate>  8.5853846607852  
 PMI  <travailest desolate>   8.5853846607852  
 PMI  <skilfully new>    8.57196164045306  
 PMI  <moons new>    8.57196164045306  
 PMI  <seweth new>    8.57196164045306  
 PMI  <gainsay able>    8.50742311931548  
 PMI  <accounting able>   8.50742311931548  
 
 
Words such as good and evil can be automatically identified and can be used as further 
indicators of positive or negative attitude. Here the task is to calculate the distribution of 
each word in the corpus (occurring n times or more) with each of m strong evaluative 
words that you choose according to your results in part 2 and report some sample results. 
 
selection_nxm_matrix -> count ..... 
 
...  great  good  evil  many  holy  first  high  dead  wicked  young  mighty 
 full  strong  wise  littel  whole  poor  much  unclean  afraid  bare  able 
 new  desolate  ashamed  beloved  vain  sweet  clean  perfect  sore  everlasting 
 small  sick  last  lind  rich  early  true  precious  worthy  golden  few 
 false  troubled  terrible  
 no  10  17  21  3  16  2  1  9  5  4  3 
 1  4  14  0  5  2  7  3  0  2  6 
 5  4  2  0  4  1  1  1  1  0  5 
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 0  1  0  1  0  4  1  4  0  0  1 
 2  0  
 her  14  4  6  5  4  7  4  16  0  19  5 
 4  3  11  0  3  3  3  7  2  8  0 
 4  12  1  4  1  0  2  1  5  0  1 
 3  2  0  2  1  0  2  0  1  0  0 
 0  0  
war  1  2  1  1  1  0  0  1  0  0  7 
 0  2  0  0  0  0  1  0  0  0  17 
 1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  0  0 
 0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
 0  0  
 man  26  39  34  12  7  10  1  12  30  62  36 
 9  15  41  0  7  18  8  11  7  5  8 
 9  8  4  4  9  3  6  10  1  0  1 
 2  2  0  18  1  8  2  8  2  0  3 
 1  0  
judgment  2  3  2  1  1  0  0  1  3  0  1 
 2  1  0  0  0  3  0  0  0  0  0 
 0  0  0  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  0 
 0  0  0  0  1  3  0  0  0  0  0 
 0  1  
 his  80  54  54  37  63  25  28  35  41  30  36 
 21  28  23  0  19  27  13  12  8  32  7 
 6  3  8  7  5  6  10  13  9  10  1 
 5  3  0  13  2  5  4  6  4  5  2 
 9  4  
every  7  24  13  4  8  0  25  3  4  1  2 
 0  1  5  0  2  0  2  5  2  0  0 
 1  3  1  2  1  4  9  5  0  1  2 
 0  0  0  0  0  3  2  0  0  2  2 
 2  0  
soul  0  6  4  2  1  0  0  1  2  0  1 
 2  0  0  0  2  2  4  3  0  0  2 
 0  0  0  2  0  3  0  1  1  0  0 
 0  1  0  0  0  0  2  0  0  0  0 
 1  0  
people  39  5  8  37  13  1  8  3  5  1  5 
 4  11  3  0  3  10  33  1  8  4  5 
 0  0  5  1  4  0  3  0  2  1  4 
 2  0  0  1  2  0  0  1  1  1  1 
 3  3  
 came  19  4  4  19  4  16  8  2  0  2  1 
 5  2  1  0  3  2  7  0  2  0  0 
 1  0  1  1  0  0  0  1  1  0  1 
 2  4  0  2  4  0  1  0  0  0  2 
 0  0  
 despised  1  0  0  0  2  0  0  0  0  1 
 0  0  0  0  0  0  2  0  0  0  0 
 0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
 3  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
 0  0  0  
it  42  115  25  12  58  18  15  10  11  13  4 
 13  5  13  0  18  5  28  41  10  11  15 
 12  25  2  2  10  9  15  5  4  1  16 
 3  6  0  1  6  6  6  2  0  4  2 
 3  4  
 nations  9  0  1  24  1  2  4  1  0  1  2 
 2  3  1  0  2  0  0  0  0  0  1 
 0  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  0 
 0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  0 
 0  5  
they  60  37  55  55  47  27  19  37  18  30  22 
 19  22  11  0  15  5  24  20  43  12  12 
 11  14  44  4  18  6  0  5  10  5  10 
 12  9  0  4  25  0  3  7  6  10  5 
 8  2 

 
Top 50 word-pair with combined Dice and PMI score.   
 
dice_mean=0.00825308733357773 dice_std=0.012076728153807 ... 
pmi_mean=3.67065803938638 pmi_std=1.73376500359928  
 
 
 1 <savour sweet>   comb=23.5974121768617   dice=0.54320987654321    pmi=8.69567129477908 count=44  
 2 <places high>   comb=13.5667013581671   dice=0.314285714285714   pmi=6.77880023632554 count=99  
 3 <spoon golden>   comb=11.8718569997052   dice=0.256410256410256   pmi=9.21062063572893 count=10  
 4 <rose early>   comb=11.4716083543217   dice=0.258064516129032   pmi=7.58525682526986 count=28  
 5 <morning early>   comb=11.3135205934659   dice=0.255591054313099   pmi=7.39217907492834 count=40  
 6 <ghost holy>   comb=10.9620072934521   dice=0.25     pmi=6.97596176347884 count=90  
 7 <palsy sick>   comb=10.195657653432   dice=0.217821782178218   pmi=8.93820603540794 count=11  
 8 <conceived bare>   comb=9.38805210225631   dice=0.206896551724138   pmi=7.70626269469496 count=24  
 9 <needy poor>   comb=9.37987244671615   dice=0.205761316872428   pmi=7.84087662055272 count=25  
 10 <witness false>   comb=9.08873428929684   dice=0.201005025125628   pmi=7.5141713463052 count=20  
 11 <rising early>   comb=8.84148036159924   dice=0.192    pmi=7.94959464195416 count=12  
 12 <valour mighty>   comb=8.83331312846294   dice=0.193146417445483   pmi=7.75669198822903 count=31  
 13 <month first>   comb=8.67299261546319   dice=0.2     pmi=6.21685851317556 count=68  
 14 <year first>   comb=8.18861437145871   dice=0.190237797246558   pmi=5.93874842210751 count=76  
 15 <dearly beloved>   comb=7.88550048605429   dice=0.16260162601626    pmi=8.85520911583697 count=10  
 16 <most high>   comb=7.8631173465568   dice=0.178181818181818   pmi=6.54086393399081 count=49  
 17 <bottles new>   comb=7.84321615891113   dice=0.165680473372781   pmi=8.26657999090187 count=14  
 18 <priest high>   comb=7.31282119387346   dice=0.171011470281543   pmi=5.66208841472692 count=82  
 19 <pronounce clean>   comb=7.28838780344158   dice=0.153846153846154   pmi=8.04166024018641 count=12  
 20 <stones precious>   comb=7.15742462458618   dice=0.15748031496063    pmi=7.06581231752489 count=20  
 21 <confounded ashamed> comb=7.00132806477463   dice=0.151162790697674   pmi=7.43150224184945 count=13  
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 22 <wine new>   comb=6.77600575980977   dice=0.152230971128609   pmi=6.49683975991774 count=29  
 23 <moons new>   comb=6.7291999576864   dice=0.136645962732919   pmi=8.57196164045306 count=11  
 24 <bullock young>   comb=6.60865017299815   dice=0.147420147420147   pmi=6.60718300709336 count=30  
 25 <holds strong>   comb=6.59016833911103   dice=0.13768115942029    pmi=7.9412499308339 count=19  
 26 <christs false>   comb=6.53574204376123   dice=0.121212121212121   pmi=10.1168610317496 count=4  
 27 <most holy>   comb=6.16347918721782   dice=0.13941018766756    pmi=6.21346891552071 count=52  
 28 <sending early>   comb=5.9561005200018   dice=0.12      pmi=8.2809517779086  count=6  
 29 <upward able>   comb=5.87421764608927   dice=0.126696832579186   pmi=7.03560658475743 count=14  
 30 <incense sweet>   comb=5.78673498551928   dice=0.126582278481013   pmi=6.74870350416563 count=15  
 31 <shekels golden>   comb=5.76763572485446   dice=0.123456790123457   pmi=7.1311790940491  count=10  
 32 <waste desolate>   comb=5.69358535655818   dice=0.122641509433962   pmi=6.99145093488706 count=13  
 33 <lambs first>   comb=5.68561320019368   dice=0.125244618395303   pmi=6.59009847398899 count=32  
 34 <ointment precious>  comb=5.65763523164819   dice=0.116504854368932   pmi=7.74778619748671 count=6  
 35 <toucheth unclean>   comb=5.64893192641828   dice=0.11965811965812    pmi=7.26491665098731 count=14  
 36 <raised dead>   comb=5.46469755959397   dice=0.120267260579065   pmi=6.53862867642658 count=27  
 37 <spices precious>   comb=5.43747531931204   dice=0.11214953271028    pmi=7.60963585900589 count=6  
 38 <pronounce unclean>  comb=5.38900516375516   dice=0.110599078341014   pmi=7.66415120934483 count=12  
 39 <earrings golden>   comb=5.23807861754896   dice=0.102564102564103   pmi=8.29432990385478 count=4  
 40 <until unclean>   comb=5.18322396310644   dice=0.117857142857143   pmi=5.9086130035511 count=33  
 41 <witnesses false>   comb=5.10845876753876   dice=0.106194690265487   pmi=7.32365302230707 count=6  
 42 <sight evil>   comb=4.85692794303383   dice=0.113924050632911   pmi=5.34181622332662 count=54  
 43 <unloose worthy>   comb=4.79870045195586   dice=0.0845070422535211   pmi=9.3630892293732 count=3  
 44 <bell golden>   comb=4.77432741178641   dice=0.0857142857142857   pmi=9.1052601200711 count=3  
 45 <mice golden>   comb=4.77432741178641   dice=0.0857142857142857   pmi=9.1052601200711 count=3  
 46 <moon new>   comb=4.72153172923376   dice=0.099502487562189   pmi=6.94272110072278 count=10  
 47 <sabbaths new>   comb=4.70841994065726   dice=0.0972972972972973   pmi=7.21383815629986 count=9  
 48 <place holy>   comb=4.69604506779445   dice=0.113036925395629   pmi=4.91130792195338 count=75  
 49 <steal false>   comb=4.67713992930027   dice=0.0930232558139535   pmi=7.71896575895121 count=4  
 50 <carcase unclean>   comb=4.66709775254876   dice=0.0964912280701754   pmi=7.18627352366819 count=11  
 

 
k-means clustering 
The following task is the result of k-means clustering to these distributions to find which 
words best discriminate between the positive and negative classes. This is a general way 
to combine evidence from multiple indicator words. Here is a sample of 100 words for 10 
clusters for 45 adjectives. Note that this is not implemented to weigh the positive or 
negative (bi-polar score) but with the combined score of Dice and PMI with its 
occurrences. 

 
--- word list for k clusters - c4x[0..99] ---  
 for <cluster 2> => < man >  
 for <cluster 3> => < every  it  that  which  upon  the >  
 for <cluster 4> => < time  thine  called  down  yet >  
 
 for <cluster 6> => < no  her  his  people  came  they  unto  thee  there  so  
i  with  you  and  shalt  up  their  hath >  
 
 for <cluster 7> => < swift  governor  court  ranging  forgiven  valiant  
lively  ministers  thundereth  transgress  utmost  despised  tread  rejoiced  
suffered  befallen  spread  bringeth  womb  declared  captains  sever  both  
price  sacrifices  ass  whether  divination  grave  whither  twilight  teacher  
useth  only  walking  maidservants  knew  truly  liking  abimelech  preacher  
prevail  hittites  fruit  followed  sorrowful  judgeth  tears  trespass  
deceive >  
 
 for <cluster 8> => < nations >  
 
 for <cluster 9> => < what  been  sins  egypt  war  judgment  brother  dwell  
soul  live  christ  left  brought  part  two  old  own  words  why >  
 
 --- end of listing - k cluster for words - c4x[0..99] ---  
 
For example, cluster 8 has “nations” which has a strong association with “great” and 
“many”, and “war” with positive adjectives and so on. There are several clusters which 
are almost meaningless but still one may see the benefit of clustering with its associated 
words in this case. 
 
For example,  
...  great  good  evil  many  holy  first  high  dead  wicked  young  mighty 
 full  strong  wise  littel  whole  poor  much  unclean  afraid  bare  able 
 new  desolate  ashamed  beloved  vain  sweet  clean  perfect  sore  everlasting 
 small  sick  last  lind  rich  early  true  precious  worthy  golden  few 
 false  troubled  terrible  
 



N-gram with KJV Bible Text by Richard Min 
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war  1  2  1  1  1  0  0  1  0  0  7 
 0  2  0  0  0  0  1  0  0  0  17 
 1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  0  0 
 0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
 0  0  
 
man  26  39  34  12  7  10  1  12  30  62  36 
 9  15  41  0  7  18  8  11  7  5  8 
 9  8  4  4  9  3  6  10  1  0  1 
 2  2  0  18  1  8  2  8  2  0  3 
 1  0  
 

 
Final Note. 
We have treated indicator and positive/negative words as functionally similar, to discuss 
what additional information as one might use and how these classes might be different if 
one has additional knowledge such as syntactic relationships. First, the weight for the 
positive and negative words should be bi-polar (e.g., positive and negative). Some of the 
additional information with tagger such as part of syntax could be improved for the 
performance gain of the system as it can pin down the candidates drastically.   


